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Abstract—Security-constrained unit commitment (SCUC),
as one of key components in power system operation, is being
widely applied in vertically integrated utilities and restructured
power systems. The efficient solution framework is to imple-
ment iterations between a master problem (unit commitment)
and subproblems (network security evaluations). In industrial
applications, both Lagrangian relaxation and mixed-integer
programming are commonly applied for the unit commitment
problem, and both linear sensitivity factor and Benders cut
methods are used to generate additional constraints in the phase
of network security evaluations. This paper evaluates capabilities
and performances of each algorithm through technical discussion
and numerical testing. Special topics on the large-scale SCUC
engine development are also discussed in this paper, such as input
data screening, inactive constrains elimination, contingency man-
agement, infeasibility handling, parallel computing, and model
simplification. This paper will benefit academic researchers, soft-
ware developers, and system operators when they design, develop
and assess effective models and algorithms for solving large-scale
SCUC problems.

Index Terms—Benders decomposition, Lagrangian relaxation,
linear sensitivity factors, mixed-integer programming, secu-
rity-constrained unit commitment (SCUC).

I. INTRODUCTION

S ECURITY-CONSTRAINED unit commitment (SCUC)
refers to the economic scheduling of generating units for

serving the hourly load demand while satisfying temporal and
operational limits of generation and transmission facilities in
power systems [1], [2]. In a vertically integrated utility, regu-
latory departments apply SCUC for minimizing the operating
cost. However, SCUC is utilized by independent system oper-
ators (ISOs) or regional transmission organizations (RTOs) to
clear real-time and day-ahead markets. The objective of SCUC
is to maximize the social welfares based on energy and price
bids submitted by market participants, generation suppliers,
and load demanders. As a key decision-making component for
the current power system operation, the modeling and solution
of SCUC, especially for the large-scale power systems, should
be seriously recognized and analyzed.
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In addition, the development of future power systems is
bringing new challenges into the SCUC. The next-generation
SCUC decision-making tool should effectively integrate var-
ious sophisticated features including active demand response
participation in both energy and ancillary service markets, in-
creased accommodation of intermittent and volatile renewable
energy, and multiple energy storage options. With increasing
complexity of functionality and market participation in future
power systems, a stochastic [3] and/or robust SCUC [4], [5]
engine might be promising to handle such uncertainties due to
alternative sources of power such as demand response, green
generators and energy storages. In order to accommodate such
needs, it is also necessary to pay more attentions to the SCUC
modeling and solution and study their important aspects, which
are fundamental issues for the development of the next-gener-
ation SCUC.
In general, SCUC satisfies the prevailing constraints,

including:
• power balance;
• system spinning and operating reserve requirements;
• minimum ON and OFF time limits;
• maximum number of unit startups;
• generating unit ramping limits;
• minimum and maximum generation capacity;
• must-on and area protection constraints;
• forbidden operating region of generating units;
• startup and shutdown characteristics of generating units;
• fuel and emission constraints in vertically integrated utility
or energy constraints in restructured power systems;

• transmission flow and bus voltage limits;
• limits on state and control variables including real and re-
active power generation, shunt capacitors, controlled volt-
ages, and tap-changing and phase-shifting transformer ad-
justments;

• system operation constraints for credible contingencies.
In order to build the SCUC problem, the hourly load forecast

and system reserve requirements over a time period should be
determined by system operators. The physical characteristics
and operating conditions of generating units (e.g., coal, oil,
gas, nuclear, hydro, combined cycle, pumped storage, wind,
and solar) and transmission equipments (e.g., tap-changing
transformers and phase shifters, controllable series capaci-
tors, switchable lines, and high-voltage current transmissions)
should also be considered as inputs. The SCUC solution pro-
vides the hourly generation schedule for supplying the system
load and satisfying the transmission network security at the
normal state. The scheduling of hourly generating reserve
could also withstand sudden disturbances in power systems,
such as unexpected changes in hourly load and transmission
line/generating unit contingencies.
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In comparison with a regular survey which would summa-
rize existing SCUC solution methods such as mathematical
programming, intelligent algorithms, and other heuristics, this
paper will particularly focus on a comprehensive discussion
regarding the solution framework of the large-scale SCUC and
corresponding features. In addition, some issues, which are not
well resolved under the generic methodology framework but
very important for real-world SCUC applications, are discussed
in this paper. According to our observations, understandings,
and experiences on this topic, this paper aims to answer three
critical questions regarding the modeling and solution of the
large-scale SCUC, including: 1) which methodologies are
commonly and successfully used for current real-world SCUC
applications; 2) what are the pros and cons of these method-
ologies; and 3) what are the keys to the success of SCUC
development? By answering these questions, this paper could
benefit academic researchers, software developers, and system
operators when they design, develop, and assess effective
models and algorithms for solving large-scale SCUC problems.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

presents the classical and efficient SCUC solution procedure.
Sections III and IV discuss advantages and disadvantages of
main methodologies for the SCUC master problem and SCUC
subproblems, respectively. Special topics on the SCUC engine
development are discussed in Section V. The conclusion drawn
from discussions in this paper is provided in Section VI.

II. SCUC SOLUTION PROCEDURE

SCUC engine has been applied in day-ahead market (DAM),
day-ahead unit commitment for reliability (RUC), look-ahead
unit commitment (LAUC), and real-time market (RTM) in the
U.S. electricity markets including PJM, MISO, ISO New Eng-
land, California ISO, New York ISO and ERCOT. Those SCUC
applications are briefly described as follows,
• DAM determines the 24-h status of the generating units for
the following day based on financial bidding information
such as generation offers and demand bids.

• RUC, which focuses on physical system security based on
forecasted system load, is implemented daily to ensure suf-
ficient hourly generation capacity at the proper locations.

• LAUC, as a bridge between day-ahead and real-time
scheduling, constantly adjusts the hourly status of fast
start generating units to be ready to meet the system
changes usually within the coming 3–6 h, especially for
incorporating large-scale intermittent renewable energy
like wind and solar into the power system.

• RTM further recommits the very fast start generating units
based on actual system operating conditions usually within
the coming two hours in 15-min intervals.

Vendors, such as Alstom, Siemens, and ABB, are offering
such security-constrained optimization software that usually
uses a Lagrangian relaxation (LR) and/or a mixed-integer pro-
gramming (MIP) SCUC solver, in which the operation security
of transmission facilities under pre- and post-contingencies
as well as uncertainties in renewable generations and load
demands is evaluated through sensitivity-based constraints.
Note that the SCUC solution methodologies are similar, but the
inputs and outputs, the decision process, and implementation
could be specified in different ways by various electricity

Fig. 1. Decomposition approach for SCUC.

markets and analytical applications [6]–[8]. This section will
discuss a fundamental SCUC solution procedure and corre-
sponding methodologies which are mainly used by current
real-world SCUC applications.
Mathematically, SCUC is a nonconvex, nonlinear,

large-scale, mixed-integer optimization problem with a large
number of 0–1 variables, continuous and discrete control
variables, and a series of prevailing equality and inequality
constraints. From the viewpoint of computational complexity,
SCUC is in the class of NP-hard problems and cannot be solved
in the polynomial time. Therefore, some efficient algorithms
have to be studied in order to obtain the optimal or near-optimal
solution of SCUC. Considering the size of practical SCUC
problems involving hundreds/thousands of generating units
and transmission lines or even more, the basic solution idea
shown in Fig. 1 is to divide the SCUC problem into a master
problem [unit commitment (UC)] and subproblems [network
security evaluation (NSE)]. The iterative process between the
master problem and the base case network evaluation subprob-
lems (Loop A) will continue until the UC solution with base
case transmission constraints is converged. Loop B examines
contingencies and prescribes pre-contingency (preventive)
and post-contingency (corrective) control actions for main-
taining the transmission network security. The contingencies
evaluation subproblems examine the viability of the base case
solution, when contingencies are considered, and possibly
modifies the base case solution to maintain transmission net-
work security. If Loop B fails to eliminate violations in case
of contingencies, Loop A will be executed again based on the
information derived from Loop B to recommit generating units
by updating the UC solution.
First, the master problem determines a UC solution. In

various optimization techniques, LR-based and MIP-based
methods are the most widely applied algorithms. Then, based
on the obtained generation scheduling (unit commitment status
and real power output), hourly network security evaluation
for the base case and contingencies are performed at the
subproblem level. Once line transmission and bus voltage
violations are found, the corresponding constraints, which
represent the interactions among generation schedules and
transmission system violations, are formed through two main
means, the linear sensitivity factor (LSF) method and Benders
cut, and added into the master problem, which is resolved.
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Fig. 2. Potential solution options based on decomposition.

Such iterative calculation between the master problem and
subproblems continues until no violations exist.
In order to effectively select an SCUC solution among com-

binations of above algorithms as shown in Fig. 2, comparisons
between LR and MIP-based methods, and between LSF and
Benders cut, are presented in Sections III and VI, respectively.
Their advantages and disadvantages are studied through tech-
nical discussion and numerical testing on a 3.32-GHz personal
computer. We use CPLEX 12.0 as the MIP solver.

III. METHODOLOGIES FOR SCUC MASTER PROBLEM

In the SCUC master problem, the UC objective is the min-
imization of operating costs based on generating unit offers
while considering all prevailing constraints (e.g., system power
balance, system spinning and operating reserve constraints,
unit generating capacity limits, minimum ON/OFF time limits,
operating ramping up/down limits, fuel consumption, and
emission allowance constraints, must ON/OFF limits, forbidden
operating regions of generating units, and crew constraints).
Note that the UC objective may be easily extended to consider
load demand bids. Before comparing LR-based and MIP-based
UC algorithms, their general formulations and solution process
are in brief discussed as follows.

A. LR-Based UC

The LR-based UC optimization problem is written in the fol-
lowing general form:

(1)

where binary and continuous
decision variables can represent commitment status and MW
generation of each generating unit, respectively. The first set
of inequalities represents the system and zonal coupling con-
straints, such as power balance, reserve requirements, fuel and
emission constraints. The remaining are for individual unit con-
straints, such as minimum ON/OFF time limits, ramping limits,
generation capacity limits, must-on, and so on.

LR, as a powerful relaxation technique, can be used based
on the observation that the UC problem complicated by a set
of coupling constraints can be modeled as a relatively easy La-
grangian problem, in which the complicating constraints are re-
placed with penalty terms, which is represented by the violation
of constraints and their Lagrangian multipliers , in the objec-
tive function. The Lagrangian problem provides a lower bound
for a minimum problem on the optimal value of the non-convex
UC problem.
To create the Lagrangian problem, we define non-negative

Lagrangian multipliers for the system coupling constraints
. The Lagrangian relax-

ation of the UC problem (1) is then written as

(2)

subject to remaining unit constraints. Once are fixed,
is constant and is dropped. So, the objective function (2) can be
decomposed into subproblems, one for each generating unit.
The subproblem for unit is

(3)

Dynamic programming (DP) has been used to effectively solve
the decoupled subproblem for each generating unit in which
every possible state at each DP stage will be formed. There-
fore, all possible generating unit states constitute a state space
for possible strategies of each stage in which DP would search
the best strategy. The general discussion of DP can be found
in [1].
Once the unit states and the generation dispatch of each

unit over the entire study period are determined, the objective of
(2) is obtained as the dual value which is the lower bound
of the UC problem. Then, we check the relaxed system coupling
constraints. If they are not satisfied, we update Lagrangian mul-
tipliers in a manner (e.g., subgradient method). Otherwise, we
calculate the economic dispatch (ED) problem

(4)

based on the fixed unit commitment status to determine the
generation dispatch . The obtained objective is the primal
value which is the upper bound of the UC problem. If the
relative difference between dual and primal values is within a
certain small duality gap , UC is
done. Otherwise, Lagrange multipliers are updated again until
the feasible solution is found and its corresponding duality gap
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is satisfied. Note that the LR method has been successfully ap-
plied to relax special coupling constraints, such as ramping con-
straints [9], hydro constraints [10], network constraints [11], as
well as fuel and emission constraints [12].

B. MIP-Based UC

An MIP-based UC optimization problem has the following
general form:

(5)

where and are binary (e.g., unit commitment states) and
continuous (e.g., unit MW generation) decision variables, re-
spectively. and are corresponding cost vectors, and , ,
and are proper linear coefficient matrices. Note that all cost
functions of generating units and UC constraints have to be lin-
earized in order to build the above MIP model. Two general al-
gorithms, branch-and-bound and cutting planes, are developed
to solve MIP problems. Combining the advantages of these two
algorithms, the branch-and-cut algorithm is successfully applied
for solving MIP-based UC problem, which is simply described
here.
First, relax the solution space of the UC problem by replacing

binary variables with the continuous constraints
and solve the linear programming (LP) relaxation to get a lower
bound of the original UC problem. Based on the obtained con-
tinuous optimum from LP relaxation, new linear constraints
(cutting plane or fractional cut) are formed and added into the
LP relaxation, which cut off the noninteger solutions but do
not remove any integer solution from the feasibility region. Re-
solving the LP relaxation in the reduced solution space will im-
prove the lower bound which satisfies as many integer restric-
tions as possible. The cutting phase continues until either no
more cutting planes are found or a feasible integer solution is
obtained from the LP relaxation. Efficient cuts generated in this
phase will provide a good quality starting point (root node) for
the next phase, which is branch-and-bound.
The branch-and-bound, as a most widely used technique for

solving large MIP problems, starts at this point. The underlying
concept of branch-and-bound is based on the properties of re-
laxation and separation in MIP. The LP relaxation problem can
be divided into two mutually exclusive and exhaustive subprob-
lems by branching on a binary variable with fractional value
between zero and one. One has the additional constraint .
The other sets the binary variable to one. The process of cre-
ating new subproblems rapidly creates a tree of possible alter-
natives. In the process of branching, feasible integer solutions
satisfying all UC constraints might be found. Each feasible so-
lution will represent an upper bound on the optimal UC solu-
tion. The best known feasible solution can be used to termi-
nate branching on subproblems whose lower bound is higher.
This process repeats until a feasible integer solution is obtained,
which is within a specified range of the lower bound of the orig-
inal UC problem. During the branch-and-bound phase, further
cutting planes can be generated and added to subproblems. Note

that the MIP method has been successfully used to model spe-
cial features of generating units, such as nonlinear, nonconvex,
and nondifferentiable operating costs, exponential startup costs
[13], and power trajectories during startup and shutdown pe-
riods [14].

C. Comparisons Between LR-Based and MIP-Based UC

References [15]–[17] discussed several advantages and dis-
advantages of LR and MIP based methods for the UC problem.
Here, a detailed comparison of two algorithms is presented.
1) Modeling Ability: The LR method can easily model

nonlinear cost functions and constraints (e.g., fuel and emission
constraints). However, MIP method has to first approximately
linearize them in order to call an MIP solver. The LR method
is good at handling certain constraints (e.g., unit minimum
ON/OFF time limits and time-dependent startup costs) by state
spaces of DP and MIP method can flexibly and accurately
model other special constraints (e.g., ramping down and up,
maximum number of unit startups) and generating units (e.g.,
cascaded hydro and combined cycle units). Note that adding
more constraints into the MIP model does not require extra
efforts to the solution algorithm as required in the LR method
due to newly added Lagrangian multipliers. In addition, the
MIP method does not need a high-level iterative procedure to
solve the hydrothermal coordination problem, which has to be
faced by the LR method.
2) Feasibility and Optimality: The LR solution is subop-

timal due to the nonconvexity of the UC problem. In order to
obtain a fairly optimal solution, Lagrangian multiplier adjust-
ments have to be skillfully managed. The inclusion of a large
number of multipliers related to more constraints could render
the UC optimization more difficult and even impossible to solve
as the number of constraints grows. Heuristics are generally re-
quired to find a feasible solution and tighten the lower bound.
Heuristics may also need to be updated each time the LR model
changes. Mathematically speaking, the MIP solver could guar-
antee a solution that is globally optimal or one within a pre-spec-
ified optimality gap which represents the absolute relative dis-
tance between the best integer solution and the best LP solution.
No heuristics are involved in the MIP method for finding the
feasible solution.
In addition, it may take longer by MIP than by LR to find

an initial feasible solution. The LR method may result in os-
cillated solutions in ending iterations. Therefore, it is difficult
for the LR method to improve the suboptimal solution through
additional iterations. Given sufficient calculation time, the MIP
method can always get a true global optimal solution within a fi-
nite number of steps. There is not a generalized conclusion that
the initial feasible solution by the MIP method is much closer
to optimal than that of the LR method. The quality of the initial
feasible solutions of both methods is case-dependent. The initial
feasible solution by the MIP method could be worse.
Example 1: Figs. 3 and 4 show LR and MIP solutions for a

1168 system with 169 units, respectively. The LR method only
took about 9 s to find the first feasible solution. However, the
MIP method took up to 200 s to get its first feasible solution,
which has an optimality gap of 17.83% and is far away from
the optimal solution of $4,614,467. The LR method can get its
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Fig. 3. LR solution for 1168 system with 169 units.

Fig. 4. MIP solution for 1168 system with 169 units.

Fig. 5. CPU time versus study hours for LR and MIP methods.

near-optimal solution of $4,773,924 with 2% duality gap after
82 LR iterations. Additional iterations cannot improve the LR
solution because of the interior drawback of the LR method.
It is worth noting that advanced Lagrangian multiplier up-

date strategies and MIP modeling can improve their individual
quality of solution. For example, reference [18] used augmented
LR to reduce the nonconvexity of UC problem and [19] devel-
oped a one-integer variable model for each unit per hour, instead
of the traditional three-integer variables model, which signifi-
cantly saves the MIP computation time.
3) Solution Stability: The performance of the LR method re-

lies heavily on the approach of updating Lagrangian multipliers
and a set of customized heuristics. Similarly, the MIP solver

also allows users to specify a set of parameters for improving
the MIP performance. Once these setups for both methods
are defined, we anticipate obtaining a solution with minimum
volatility under uncertain conditions, especially changeable
load profiles and biding curves of generating units. In general,
a different load level results in a new MIP-based UC problem
with different calculation time. In addition, a large number of
identical bidding curves of generating units could slow down
the convergence of the MIP-based UC. Therefore, there is no
way to estimate computing time of the MIP method since many
factors (e.g., the problem structure and load level) will impact
the speed of finding a solution within a given optimality gap. In
other words, it is hard to guarantee the solution quality of the
MIP method within a given calculation time. Compared with
the MIP problem, the LR method has a relatively high stability.
4) Computer Resource Consumption: Because the number of

states and feasible transitions in DP for solving a single UC is
proportional to the number of units and hours, memory demand
and CPU time of the LR solution increase almost linearly with
the size of UC problem. The LRmethod allows the utilization of
parallel computing techniques for single UC subproblems with
a remarkably small CPU time. Compared with the LR method,
memory demand and CPU time of MIP solution are more ex-
ponential and case-dependent. The basic idea of solving MIP
problem is still based on the enumeration method which needs
morememory to storage nodes in the branch-and-bound tree and
more CPU time to do branching and bounding.
Example 2: In order to show CPU time with the size of UC

problem, we select a 1168 system with 169 units as base system.
Fig. 5 shows CPU time of LR and MIP methods for one-day to
seven-day UC cases. Compared with the linear CPU time of the
LR method, the CPU time of MIP method is almost exponen-
tial increase as the size of UC problem becomes larger. Similar
conclusion can be drawn when we increase the number of units
for the one-day UC problem.
5) Hot-Start Capability: Considering iterative procedure of

SCUC, a feasible initial solution can be used to hot-start MIP
solver for a UC problem. As a result, we may significantly re-
duce the larger number of branching and save CPU time. For
the LR method, it is not necessary to flat-start the Lagrangian
iteration process for the UC problem since previous values of
Lagrangian multipliers can accelerate the convergence of LR
solution.
6) Application: For small-size UC problems (e.g., small sys-

tems in the day-ahead market), LR and MIP methods have com-
plementary strengths, depending on the specific UC problem
being solved. The MIP model can bring more social welfares
in electricity markets because of its better solution than that of
the LR method. The LR model is a good choice for the relia-
bility analysis due to its fast speed. However, large-scale prob-
lems (e.g., long-term studies) can be quickly solved by the LR
method, whereas the MIP method sometimes has to utilize cer-
tain strategies to reduce the problem scale, such as variable
time step, rolling horizon, relaxation of integer constraints, and
aggregation.
Based on the above discussions, a solution strategy taking

advantages of LR and MIP methods would have a great future.
The following suggestions and experiments were mentioned.
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• The LR method is a mature and rapid approach to gen-
erate initial integer feasible solutions, even a near-optimal
solution. Considering the oscillation of ending LR solu-
tions and the hot-start ability of the MIP solver, we can
use a good LR integer feasible solution to start the MIP
solver. Consequently, the branch-and-cut solution proce-
dure of the MIP method is accelerated and the quality of
the solution is further improved.

• Because the MIP method can perfectly model generating
units (e.g., generation/startup/shutdown ramping limits
and the combined cycle component model), it is proposed
to use the MIP model for single unit commitment prob-
lems under the LR main frame, instead of DP.

• Decreasing the number of integer variables in MIP model
can speed up the solution. Therefore, sequentially im-
plementing the MIP-based single-hour unit commitment,
the LR-based single unit commitment adjustment, and
the MIP-based UC with partially fixed unit states was
proposed in [20].

IV. METHODOLOGIES FOR SCUC SUBPROBLEMS

In SCUC subproblems, the network evaluation for the base
case and contingency cases are performed based on the gener-
ation schedules from the SCUC master problem. The network
security constraints under base case and contingencies include
real and reactive nodal power balances, transmission flow (MW
orMVA) limits, flowgateMW flow limits, bus voltage limits, re-
active power generation limits, limits on capacitor adjustment,
limits on transformer taps and phase shifter angles, and correc-
tive actions for contingencies. The network security evaluation
often adopts a dc model. The serious shortcoming of the dc
model is that it provides no explicit information on bus voltages
and reactive power, even that it has a poor accuracy in com-
puting the real power flows on the lines with high R/X ratios.
The dc model is used in the SCUC problem only because of its
simplicity and speed. A hybrid approach is another choice for
the network security evaluation. For example, the full ac model
is for base case due to its accuracy, the dc model for all con-
tingencies because of its rapidity. However, a perfect network
model should take into account full ac constraints for the base
case and contingencies.
Twomain methods, the linear sensitivity factor (LSF) method

and Benders cut method, are utilized to solve the hourly network
security check subproblems and generate additional transmis-
sion security constraints for resolving the UC problem. Their
general formulations and solution process are in brief discussed
as follows,

A. LSF Method

The LSF method executes the conventional power flow or
optimal power flow (OPF) calculation first and then use linear
sensitivity factors at the current operating point to formulate
violation constraints

(6)

where represent violated quantities (e.g., transmission flow
and bus voltage magnitude), represent continuous control
variables (e.g., real and reactive generation power, even shunt
capacitor, tap setting and phase angle of transformer), and linear

sensitivity factors . The above vio-
lation constraints are added into the next UC calculation. In
order to satisfy them, previous UC and generation dispatch are
changed.
For the base case, full ac power flow can rapidly determine

transmission and voltage violations under current controls
through existing advanced techniques, such as sparsity,
optimally ordered triangular factorization, fast forward and fast
backward. For the contingency security evaluation, the earliest
and still widely used method employs predefined participation
factors for generator outage and line outage distribution factors
(LODFs) [21]–[23], which can be directly calculated from
power transfer distribution factors (PTDFs) of the pre-con-
tingence network, to determine post-contingency real power
flow [24], [25]. However, in order to get complete and accurate
effects of contingent line outages, the only way is still by the
time-consuming full ac power flow solution. Because the con-
ventional power flow has no function of eliminating violations,
adjusting all controls and even unit states will take place in
the UC problem, which can maintain the system security once
any violation exists. Advantage of such implement is that some
special requirements of controls (e.g., numbers of changing
in one day and speed of changing between adjacent hours)
can be taken into account. Disadvantages are that more SCUC
iterations are needed and that the size of UC problem becomes
larger due to additional control variables (e.g., phase shift
angles).
However, OPF with the objective of minimizing violations

can mitigate overload and overvoltage through first adjusting
partial continue controls in the SCUC subproblem. Once viola-
tions cannot be totally removed, we will resort to further adjust-
ments on pre-contingency generation schedules in the SCUC
master problem. Considering contingencies, the OPF module is
extended to the SCOPF module, which can provide corrective
control actions for credible contingencies. Note that single-hour
OPF will independently consider adjustments of controls. In
other words, it ignores any relationship between hours. How-
ever, multihour OPF will increase the computation complexity.

B. Benders Cut Method

The Benders cut method [25], [27] builds an LP problem for
checking transmission network security constraints and forms
Benders cuts. Assume that represents the UC and generation
dispatch obtained from the UCmaster problem, represents the
system state and control variables (e.g., angles and magnitudes
of bus voltage, reactive power generation, shunt capacitors, taps
and phase angles of transformers), and constraints
represent all transmission network security constraints (e.g., real
and reactive nodal power balance, transmission flow limits, and
bus voltage magnitude limits). A slack vector is introduced
in the inequality set with the intention of minimizing in the
corresponding transmission network security check subproblem
formulated as

(7)

Here, is the vector of ones and is the simplex multiplier
vector of inequality constraints. means that viola-
tions have occurred in the subproblem. In order to eliminate the
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violations, the Benders cut is introduced and added to the master
UC problem

(8)

where represents the marginal increment or decre-
ment of the objective function when adjusting .
Both dc and ac models had been developed and published in

[28]–[31]. Benders cut method can use similar formulations for
the base case and contingencies evaluations. The latter needs
corrective action controls for satisfying the post-contingency
system security. The separate adjustment of controls is assumed
in the Benders cut method.
Note that extensive experiments on power system studies

have shown that the classical Benders decomposition algorithm
may result in a slow convergence. The following strategies
for reducing the number of Benders iterations and the overall
computation time are suggested.
• Rapidly generating multiple initial cuts by running the re-
laxed linear programming can reduce the number of Ben-
ders iterations and result in a faster solution.

• Different from the general constraint relaxation strategy
for subproblems (7), which introduces non-negative slack
variables for each constraint, a proper constraint relaxation
strategy for subproblems was explored, which only intro-
duces one non-negative slack variable for all constraints
and consequently generates a strong Benders cut.

• The classical Benders implementation generates only one
cut per iteration. Therefore, in order to accelerate the con-
vergence of Benders decomposition, simultaneous multi-
cuts are obtained by different relaxation strategies, such as
relaxing line flow limits, bus power balance, or generation
dispatch limits.

• More multiple strong cuts can be generated, which are de-
rived from multiple optimal dual solutions of the original
subproblem. In addition, a high-density cut was proposed
to restrict the feasible region of the master UC problem as
they can incorporate more decision variables in each cut
[32].

C. Comparisons Between LSF and Benders Methods

Properties of LSF and Benders methods are summarized as
follows.
1) AC Ability: Since the problem of power flow failing to
converge may occur in the LSF method due to unreason-
able generation schedules from the master problem, some
heuristics have to be developed to get a feasible power flow
solution. However, due to slack variables, the Benders cut
method can work nomatter whether the ac power flow con-
verges.

2) Additional Constraints: Numerous linear violation con-
straints for each period per iteration may be generated by
the LSF method, which may slow, even worse the next UC
solution due to the calculation burden. However, the Ben-
ders cut method has only one cut (or a predefined limited
number in the strong Benders cut method) for each period
per iteration, which generally requires more iterations for
convergence than the LSF method.

3) Post-contingency Actions: The conventional power flow
based LSF method determines post-contingency actions
in the UC problem, which results in more continuous vari-
ables in the master problem and more SCUC iterations.
The OPF-based LSFmethod needs advanced methodology
for post-contingency actions and can reduce violations
through controls in subproblems. The Benders cut method
provides post-contingency actions in hourly transmission
network security subproblems.

4) CPU Time: The fast decoupled power flow method or the
Newton-based OPF can provide a quick solution for the
subproblem of the LSF method. Various methods (e.g.,
simplex, interior point and barrier methods) can effectively
solve the LP-based subproblem of the Benders cut method.
Generally, the LP-based subproblem of the Benders cut
method takes longer CPU time than the subproblem of the
LSF method.

Example 3: To present above characteristics of LSF and
Benders methods, we test a practical power system with 169
thermal units, 1474 branches, 10 phase shifters, and 568 load
demands. For the sake of simplicity, we use the MIP model
for UC problem and the DC model for network evaluation
problems. In this example, we study the following two cases.
Case 1) Run SCUC with adjustable angles of phase shifters.

In this case, angles of phase shifters can be freely
adjusted to eliminate hourly transmission viola-
tions during the SCUC solution procedure. Table I
presents iterative solutions of LSF and Benders
methods. After the first UC solution (base UC),
the LSF method generates 832 overloaded line
constraints based on the arbitrary angles of phase
shifters, while the Benders method gets only ten
cuts for peak hours 12–21. As a result, the second
MIP based UC of the LSF method takes more CPU
time (128 s) than that of the Benders method (100
s). Because the LSF method only executes the dc
power flow to evaluate the network, the task of
removing transmission violations through adjusting
phase shifter angles can only be done in the next
UC problem. Consequently, the LSF method needs
more iterations (6 iterations) to satisfy the net-
work constraints than the Benders method, which
only executes two iterations because the flexible
adjustment of phase shifter angles in the network
evaluation subproblems can eliminate most of
transmission violations. Although the LP based net-
work evaluation subproblem in the Benders method
spends more CPU time than the power flow based
network evaluation in the LSF method, the Benders
method has a faster solution (501 s) than the LSF
method (571 s).

Case 2) SCUC with fixed angles of phase shifters. With a set
of fixed angles of phase shifters, Table I presents
iterative solutions of LSF and Benders methods
(numbers in the brackets representing numbers of
constraints or cuts). The base UC results in 21 addi-
tional constraints in the LSF method, 12 additional
cuts in the Benders method. Similarly, the second
MIP-based UC with more additional constraints
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TABLE I
ITERATIVE SOLUTIONS OF LSF AND BENDERS FOR CASES 1) AND 2)

takes longer. Note that scheduling real power gen-
erations is only a way to eliminate transmission
violations in this case. Therefore, compared to the
LSF method (five iterations, 540 s), the slow con-
vergence of the Benders method results in more
iterations (ten iterations) and takes more CPU time
(621 s).

Accordingly, for case 1), the Benders method is a better
choice for the network evaluation since the adjustment of phase
shifter angles can significantly reduce the number of transmis-
sion violations caused by the base UC results. For case 2), the
LSF method is selected due to its fast convergence. In addition,
generally, the LSF could generate large numbers of additional
constraints because there are not enough tight constraints for
properly adjusting control devices (e.g., phase shifters) in the
UC master problem, especially at the beginning of solution it-
erations. However, the capability of freely adjusting the control
devices in the Benders cut method could significantly reduce
the number of addition constrains during iterations.
Example 4: To further compare LSF and Benders cut

methods, we test a 24-h SCUC problem of a large-scale power
system with 599 generating units, 5663 buses, and 7036
branches. In this example, the CPU time is based on multiple
CPUs as multiple strong Benders cuts are used simultaneously
for the large-scale optimization problem. The following two
cases are studied [32].
Case 1) Run SCUC without initial Benders cuts. As listed in

Table II, the LSF takes seven iterations and intro-
duces 1693 addition constraints versus 16 iterations
and 881 cuts in the strong Benders cut method. Com-
pared with the strong Benders cut method, although

TABLE II
ITERATIVE SOLUTIONS OF LSF AND BENDERS FOR CASES 1) AND 2) [32]

the LSF takes the less number of iterations, more
additional constraints are greatly increasing the cal-
culation time of next master UC problem. As a re-
sult, the required CPU time of LSF is only 20.66%
smaller than that of the strong Benders cut method.

Case 2) Run SCUC with initial Benders cuts. In order to
speed up the SCUC solution, the hourly SCUCs are
first solved while ignoring startup and shutdown
costs and coupling constraints among successive
hours (e.g., min on/off time and ramping up/down
rate limits) to obtain an initial set of Benders cuts.
With the 603 initial cuts, the strong Benders cut
method takes six iterations with a total of 294 cuts
and has a faster solution than the LSF method,
which starts from the same initial cuts and takes
five iterations with a total of 711 cuts.

From the above examples 3) and 4), the CPU time for LSF
and Benders cut methods are comparable. Which one is faster
depends on the system and solution conditions.

V. SPECIAL TOPICS ON THE SCUC ENGINE

In order to design and develop an effective SCUC engine,
several special topics and corresponding experiences are dis-
cussed as follows.
1) Input Data Screening: Handling a huge amount of input
data is a challenge facing the SCUC industry application.
Incomplete database and unreasonable/wrong parameters
of electrical equipments will result in the failure of SCUC
solution. Preprocessing input data could screen data errors
and fix them. For example, the following checks for indi-
vidual component and the entire system should be imple-
mented.
• The startup cost function of generating units should be
strictly monotonically increasing non-negative staircase
curve.

• The energy bid curve should be monotonically in-
creasing staircase function for generators (decreasing
for loads).

• The total generation capacity in the power system
should be larger than the maximum total load plus
reserve through the entire study period.

• The network connectivity should be guaranteed such
that no isolated island exists in the power system.

• The requested power at the load bus could be transferred
through the limited transmission lines.

2) Inactive Constraints Elimination: From the SCUC ap-
plications to practical power systems, we found that most
security constraints are inactive or redundant especially
during the off-peak load periods and such inactive security
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constraints do not affect the final SCUC solution. Refer-
ences [33] and [34] proposed an analytical sufficient con-
dition to quickly identify and eliminate those inactive se-
curity constraints in the SCUC problem. Consequently, the
SCUC problem scale will be greatly reduced, and a faster
SCUC solution can be obtained.

3) Contingency Management: In order to check the net-
work security under contingencies, a credible contingency
list (e.g., over 5000 contingencies) should be created first.
However, it will be time-consuming to mitigate all contin-
gency violations at each SCUC iteration (Loop B in Fig. 1).
Note the fact that the violations under most noncritical con-
tingencies may not exist once the violations under critical
contingencies are eliminated by recommitting units or re-
dispatching generations. Therefore, the following strate-
gies are recommended.
• A priority list of contingencies should be selected based
on the current system operating point before mitigating
the contingency violations in the next UC calculation.
For example, after all credible contingencies are quickly
screened and ranked, additional constraints only corre-
sponding to the top contingencies with highest severity
level could be added into the next SCUC iteration. Such
a strategy will reduce the calculation efforts in each it-
eration and consequently accelerate the SCUC solution.
Note that such a priority list is dynamic and will be up-
dated in the next iteration based on the new generation
schedule from the UC problem.

• Another method is to first implement a fast contingency
analysis for all credible contingencies. Then, for each
particular line, select one contingency which results in
the worst violation and add the corresponding violation
constraints into the next UC calculation. Also, this top
contingency will be changed in the next iteration based
on the new generation schedule from the UC problem.

4) Infeasibility Handling: When the overall problem is in-
feasible, it is difficult to determinate the exact reasons, es-
pecially for large-scale power systems. The possible rea-
sons may come from the original infeasibility due to a
large number of contingencies, the approximated and lin-
earized network models, and the integration of various op-
timization techniques. Once the infeasibility occurs, the
following options are suggested.
• Stop the SCUC engine and manually fix problems.
• Relax certain constraints in the following order, reserve
requirement constraints, transmission constraints, and
then power balance constraints.

• Switch loads to other buses.
5) Parallel Computing: The decomposition solution to the
SCUC problem shown in Fig. 1 provides the possibility of
using the parallel computing to speed up the SCUC solu-
tion for large-scale power systems. Since every network
security evaluation subproblem for the base case and con-
tingencies is independent and has the same scale, multiple
CPUs can efficiently solve all subproblems in a shorter
time. The calculation time used to process SCUC sub-
problems is almost inversely proportional to the number of
processors. Theoretically, the parallel computing can also
be used for the LR-based and MIP-based SCUC master

problem. However, the following reasons discourage its
application.
• In the LR-based SCUC master problem, the single unit
commitment is independent and can be solved by the
DP. Because the DP has been sufficiently fast on the
single processor, the decrease in calculation time of the
master problem is not notable when multiple CPUs are
used. On the contrary, a certain amount of time will be
taken to coordinate tasks on different processors.

• For the MIP-based SCUC master problem, the existing
branch-and-cut solution strategy unlikely equally allo-
cates computation efforts among multiple CPUs. Such
barrier will significantly cut benefits from the parallel
computing. The parallel computing for the MIP-based
SCUCmaster problem can be worthwhile only if the cal-
culation time for the subproblems can be reduced to the
point where the master problem time becomes a signifi-
cant fraction of the whole [35].

6) Model Simplification: Considering the limited capability
of the current computing techniques, it could be difficult to
solve the SCUC with hundreds of generating units (such as
over 500 generating units) over a multiple-week horizon.
In order to achieve/estimate a SCUC result within an ac-
ceptable calculation time, the following heuristic strategies
are recommended.
• For a multiple-week SCUC problem, the coupling
constraints between adjacent weeks, such as minimum
ON/OFF time limits and ramping up/down limits, can
be neglected as they have a trivial impact on the eco-
nomic assessment of power system. Which and when
constraints are relaxed is a critical modeling decision,
which really depends on the size of studied power
system, the purpose of SCUC applications and the
decision maker’s preferences.

• The variable time step model was proposed in [5] to
solve a multiple-day SCUC. For example, for a ten-day
study, it is not necessary to build the detailed model for
days 4–10 as the forecasted data in these days are less
accurate than those in the first 3 days. Thus, the first three
days can be modeled at hourly intervals, the next three
days with 4-h intervals, and the remaining four days at
8-h intervals.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we summarized core methodologies for the
SCUC master problem and subproblems. Their capabilities and
performances were presented through technical discussion and
numerical testing. The detailed comparisons between LR-based
and MIP-based methods for the master problem were discussed
in terms of modeling ability, feasibility and optimality, solution
stability, computer resource consumption, hot-start capability,
and application. The LSF and Benders cut methods were also
compared in terms of function of subproblem, ac ability, addi-
tional constraints, post-contingency actions, and CPU time. In
addition, special topics on the SCUC engine development were
discussed, including input date screening, inactive constrains
elimination, contingency management, infeasibility handling,
parallel computing, and model simplification of the next-gen-
eration SCUC in the future power system. This paper provided
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academic researchers, software developers, and system op-
erators a reference of selecting effective SCUC algorithms.
Considering their complementary strengths, a combination
solution to SCUC will be promising and desirable.
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